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Abstract
In Serviced-Oriented Computing (SOC) environments, the

trust level of a service or a service provider is a critical issue
for a service client to consider, particularly when the client
is looking for a service from a large set of services or service
providers. However, a service may invoke other services
offered by different providers forming composite services.
The complex invocation relations significantly increase the
complexity of trust evaluation in composite services. In this
paper, we propose a novel algorithm for trust evaluation
in composite services that takes all atomic invocations into
account, which is essential for composite services selection
and discovery.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has
emerged as an increasingly important research area attract-
ing much attention from both the research and industry
communities. In SOC applications, a variety of services
across domains are provided to clients in a loosely-coupled
environment. Clients can look for preferred and qualified
services via the discovery service of registries, invoke and
receive services from the rich service environments [4].

In SOC, a service can refer to a transaction, such as
selling a product online (i.e. the traditional online service),
or a functional component implemented by Web services
technologies [4]. However, when a client looks for a service
from a large set of services offered by different providers,in
addition to functionality, the reputation-based trust is also a
key factor for services selection. It is also a critical taskfor
service registries to be responsible for maintaining the list
of reputable and trustworthy services and service providers,
and bringing them to clients [5].

Trust is the measure by one party on the willingness and
ability of another party to act in the interest of the former
party in a situation [2]. Trust is also the probability by which,
party

�
expects that another party� performs a given action

if the trust value is in the range of [0,1] [1].
The trust issue has been widely studied in many appli-

cations. In e-commence environments, the trust manage-
ment system can provide valuable information to buyers
and prevent some typical attacks [6, 11]. In Peer-to-Peer

information-sharing networks, binary ratings work pretty
well as a file is either the definitively correct version or
not [1, 8, 9]. In SOC environments, an effective trust man-
agement system is critical to identify potential risks, provide
objective trust results to clients and prevent malicious service
providers from easily deceiving clients and leading to their
huge monetary loss [7].

However, trust management is a very complex issue in
SOC environments. To satisfy the same specified functional-
ity requirement, a service may have to invoke other services
forming composite services with complex invocations and
trust dependencies among services and service providers
[3]. Meanwhile, given a set of various services, different
compositions may lead to different trust values.

Though there are a variety of trust evaluation methods
existing in different areas, no proper mechanism exists for
evaluating the global trust of a composite service from the
trust values of all service components. In this paper, we
propose a novel algorithm for global trust evaluation in
composite services, which is essential for composite services
selection and discovery.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
service invocation model. Section 3 proposes a novel global
trust evaluation algorithm for composite services selection
and discovery. An example of trust evaluation is presented
in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes our work.

2. Service Invocation Model
In this section, the service invocation model is proposed

to represent the composite services. In Section 2.1, the
invocation relations in composite services are presented,
after which a composite services example is introduced in
Section 2.2.

2.1. Invocation Relations in Composite Services

A composite serviceis a conglomeration of services with
invocation relations between them. Six atomic invocations
[3, 10] are depicted as follows and in Fig. 1.� Sequential Invocation: A service� invokes its unique

successing service
�

. It is denoted as���S � A� (see
Fig. 1(a)).� Parallel Invocation: A service� invokes its successing
services in parallel. E.g., if� has successors

�
and

�, it is denoted as	
�S �A�B� (see Fig. 1(b)).
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Figure 1. Atomic invocations
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Figure 2. Complex invocations example

� Probabilistic Invocation: A service� invokes its suc-
cessing service with a probability. E.g., if� has
successors

�
with the probability� and� with the

probability ��, it is denoted as	��S � A�p�B���p�
(see Fig. 1(c)).� Circular Invocation: A service � invokes itself for� times. It is denoted as���S�n� (see Fig. 1(d)). A
circular invocation can be unfolded by cloning the
service vertices involved in the cycle as many times
as the cycle count [10].� Synchronous Activation: A service� is activated only
when all its predecessing services have completed.
E.g., if � has synchronous predecessors

�
and�, it

is denoted as���A�B �S� (see Fig. 1(e)).� Asynchronous Activation: A service� is activated as
the result of the completion of one of its predecessing
services. E.g., if� has asynchronous predecessors

�
and�, it is denoted as���A�B �S� (see Fig. 1(f)).

With atomic invocations, some complex invocations can
be depicted as Fig. 2, which are not clearly introduced in
the existing works.� Probabilistic inlaid parallel invocation, denoted as

	
�S � 	��S �A�p�B�� �p��C�.� Parallel inlaid probabilistic invocation, denoted as
	��S � 	
�S �A�B��p�C�� �p�.� Asynchronous inlaid synchronous activation, denoted
as ���A����B�C �S� �S�.� Synchronous inlaid asynchronous activation, denoted
as���A� ���B�C �S� �S�.

2.2. An Composite Services Example

Here we introduce an example of composite services.
In this example, with a starting serviceSTART and an
ending serviceEND, the composite services consisting of
all possibilities of the invocation flows can be depicted by
a service invocation graph(SIG) (see Fig. 3). One of all
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Figure 3. The service invocation graph example
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Figure 4. A service execution flow example

invocation flows from serviceSTARTto serviceEND is a
service execution flow(SEF) as depicted in Fig. 4.

When a client looks for the optimalSEFwith the maximal
global trust value from multiple ones in anSIG, a proper
mechanism is necessary for evaluating the global trust of an
SEF from the trust values of all service components, which
will be introduced in the next section.

3. Trust Evaluation in Composite Services

The global trust value ofSEF is determined by the trust
values of vertices and invocation relations between vertices
in the SEF.

There are two kinds of atomic structures to determine the
trust value of anSEF: �� (Fig. 1(a)) and	
 (Fig. 1 (b)). An
�� in the SEF can be selected from the service invocation
relation�� (Fig. 1(a)) or	� (Fig. 1(c)) in theSIG. A 	
 in
theSEFcan be selected from the service invocation relation
	
 (Fig. 1 (b)) in theSIG.

With �� and	
, �� in anSEFcan be determined. Since an
SEF is an end-to-end graph, if in theSEFthere is a	
, with
which a service invokes its successing services in parallel,
there must be an��, with which a service is activated by
its predecessing services in parallel (see Fig. 6(a)). Due to
space constraint, the details are omitted.

3.1. Global Trust Evaluation of ��
Considering an�� structure (see Fig. 5 (a)), since� and�
are independent, the probability that both� and

�
occur

is equal to the product of the probability that� occurs and
the probability that

�
occurs. When the trust value is taken

as a probability [1], we have the following definition.
Definition 1: The global trust value�� of an �� structure
where service� uniquely invokes service

�
(see Fig. 5 (a))

can be computed by

�� � �� � ��� (1)
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Figure 5. �� invocation
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Figure 6. 	
 invocation

where�� and �� are the trust values of� and
�

respec-
tively.

The global trust value of an�� (see Fig. 5 (a)) can be
taken as the trust value of a new vertex�� (see Fig. 5 (b)),
which is merged from vertices� and

�
.

3.2. Global Trust Evaluation of  !
Definition 2: The global trust value�� of a 	
 structure
where service� invokes services

�
and� in parallel (see

Fig. 6 (a)) can be computed from�� and the merged trust
value��" by Definition 1, and

��" � #$
#$
%
#&

� �� % #&
#$
%
#&

� �"� (2)

where��, �� and �" are the trust values of�,
�

and�
respectively.#$ and#& are weights for

�
and� respectively

which are specified in a requesting client’s preference or
specified as the default values by the service trust manage-
ment authority.

Based on the above computation, in a	
 structure (see
Fig. 6(a)), vertices

�
and� can be merged as a new vertex�� (see Fig. 6 (b)) with trust value��", leading to��

structures where� uniquely invokes
�� and

�� uniquely
invokes' (see Fig. 6 (b)). The global trust value of an��
structure is computed according to Definition 1. Therefore,
the global trust value of	
 can be evaluated.

3.3. Global Trust Evaluation Algorithm of SEF

According to Definitions 1 & 2, each atomic structure
�� or 	
 can be converted to a single vertex. Hence, in the
process of trust evaluation, since anSEFonly consists of��
and	
 structures, anSEFcan be incrementally converted to
a single vertex with its trust value taken as the global trust
value of theSEF. Therefore, the global trust evaluation of
SEF algorithm have the following steps:

Step 1 The trust value of each atomic�� structure in
the SEF is evaluated based on Definition 1. Each
evaluated atomic�� structure is taken as a vertex
in the SEF.

Step 2 The trust value of each atomic	
 structure is
evaluated based on Definition 2. Each evaluated

atomic	
 structure is then taken as a vertex in the
SEF.

Step 3 If the SEF contains more than one vertex, go to
Step 1. Otherwise, the trust value of the single
vertex is the global one.

The details of global trust evaluation ofSEFare illustrated
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Global Trust Evaluation Algorithm ofSEF
Input: an SEF, trust value for each vertex.
Output: the global trust value ofSEF (global.
1: let the starting service ofSEFbe root, and the ending service ofSEFbe terminal;
2: while there is more than one vertices inSEF do
3: initialize vector)*+,-.+/0 to containroot;
4: while )*+,-.+/0 12 3 do
5: select a vertex4 in )*+,-.+/0;
6: remove4 from )*+,-.+/0;
7: let vectors�/ and5- be the67 and 89 structures from4;
8: if vector�/ 12 3 then
9: if only 4 invokes�/ then
10: // global trust evaluation of67 (lines 11-17)
11: let vSebe the vertex which is merged from4 and�/;
12: change the predecessors of4 to those ofvSe;
13: change the successors of�/ to those ofvSe;
14: remove all the edges to4 in SEF;
15: remove all the edges from�/ in SEF;
16: let the weight of4 be that ofvSe;
17: let (vSe be the trust value ofvSebased on Definition 1;
18: (global : (vSe

19: addvSeinto )*+,-.+/0;
20: else
21: if �/ is not terminal and�/ is not in)*+,-.+/0 then
22: add�/ into )*+,-.+/0;
23: end if
24: end if
25: end if
26: if vector5- 12 3 then
27: for all 5-;.< in 5- do
28: if 5-;.< is not terminal and5-;.< is not in)*+,-.+/0 then
29: add5-;.< into )*+,-.+/0;
30: end if
31: end for
32: for all 5-;.< in 5- do
33: let �/= and5-= be the67 and 89 structures from5-;.<;
34: for all 5-;>< in 5- and

> ? .
do

35: let �/@ and5-@ be the67 and 89 structures from5-;><;
36: if �/==�/@ and5-= 2 3 and5-@ 2 3 then
37: // global trust evaluation of89 (lines 38-44)
38: let vPa be the vertex merged from5-;.< and5-;><;
39: change the successors of�/= to those ofvPa;
40: change the predecessors of5-;.< and5-;>< to those ofvPa;
41: remove all the edges from4 to 5-;.< and5-;><;
42: remove all the edges from5-;.< and5-;>< to �/=;
43: let the sum of weights of5-;.<and5-;><be that ofvPa;
44: let (vPa be the trust value ofvPa based on Definition 2;
45: (global : (vPa

46: if 5-= or 5-@ is in )*+,-.+/0 then
47: remove5-= or 5-@ from )*+,-.+/0;
48: end if
49: end if
50: end for
51: end for
52: end if
53: end while
54: end while
55: return (global

3.4. Composite Services Selection and Discovery

In the literature, the exhaustive search method is used
to enumerate allSEFs in a composite service [3]. Then
the trust values ofSEFs can be evaluated according to
Algorithm 1. After comparing these trust values, the optimal



Table 1. Trust values of each service in the example

Service START A B C D E
Trust value 1 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9

Service F G H I END
Trust value 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.9 1

Table 2. Weights of service components in 	

B C D H IABC ABD ABE ABE ABF

SEFwith the maximal global trust value can be discovered.
Since the composite service selection and discovery is an
NP-complete problem [10], to improve the efficiency, a
polynomial approximation algorithm is expected to find the
optimal SEF with the maximal global trust value.

4. An Example of Trust Evaluation

In this section, taking theSEF in Fig. 4 as an example,
we will illustrate how our proposed global trust evaluation
algorithm works. The corresponding trust values of each
service component are listed in Table 1. The weights of
service components in all	
 structures of the composite
services are listed in Table 2.

The evaluation process of Algorithm 1 is as follows.
Taking Fig. 7 (a) as an example, firstly,B, E andF form ��
structures, and they are merged asBEF with �BEF�GHIJK
based on Definition 1. Similarly,STARTandA are merged
as STARTAwith �STARTA� GHK, and D and G are merged
as DG with �DG � GHKL. So Fig. 7 (b) is obtained, where
STARTA, BEF andC form a 	
 structure, andBEF, C and
H form an �� structure. Then,BEF and C are merged as
BCEF with �BCEF � GHKMM based on Definition 2 (Fig. 7
(c)). Similarly, H and I are merged asNO with �HI � GHPM
(Fig. 7 (d)). BecauseHI and END form an �� structure,
they are merged asHIEND with �HIEND �GHPM. After that,
as Fig. 7 (e) has a	
 structure, we obtain the merged vertex
BCDEFGwith �BCDEFG�GHKLPK (Fig. 7 (f)). Since theSEF
in Fig. 7 (f) only consists of��s, the final vertex is obtained
and��Q*R-Q ��STARTA��BCDEFG��HIEND�GHMLPI (Fig. 7 (g)).

5. Conclusions

When a client looks for the optimalSEFwith the maximal
global trust value from multiple ones in anSIG, a proper
mechanism is necessary for evaluating the global trust of an
SEF from the trust values of all service components.

There are only two kinds of atomic structures�� and
	
 in an SEF, and each of them can be converted to
a single vertex by our global trust evaluation algorithm.
Hence, in the process of trust evaluation, anSEF can be
incrementally converted to a single vertex with its trust value
taken as the global trust value of theSEF. Therefore, our
proposed algorithm can compute the global trust value of an
SEF, which is essential for composite services selection and
discovery.
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Figure 7. The evaluation process of Algorithm 1
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